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Listen - Podcast

Visible Women
Caroline Criado Perez has spent years investigating the gender data gap 

– and how women are simply forgotten in a world designed for men. 

Her best-selling book, Invisible Women, was published to critical 

acclaim, and Caroline was inundated with readers sharing their own 

stories of the “default male”.

In her brand new podcast Caroline investigates what happens next: how 

can we close the gender data gap and design a world that works for 

everyone? Caroline will hunt for missing data, get in fights with 

manufacturing companies, and find the people who are working to close 

the gender data gap. You'll hear expert guests, gripping stories, and 

plenty of inspiration.

Extra Resources - please let us know about any recommendations

Read

‘I Am Not A Label’ by Cerrie Burnell
Former CBeebies presenter, Cerrie Burnell, is passionate 

about increasing the visibility of disabled people through her 

work as a writer, actor and presenter. Her latest book I Am 

Not A Label goes a long way in breaking down the stigma 

surrounding disabilities.

This stylish biography anthology profiles 34 artists, athletes, 

thinkers and activists with disabilities, from past and 

present. Featuring figures as diverse as Frida Kahlo and 

Peter Dinklage (from Game of Thrones fame), Cerrie 

celebrates how they overcame obstacles in their life and 

owned their differences, in this uplifting, stunningly 

illustrated read. Including a section on hidden disabilities as 

well as a glossary of terms to help explain some of the 

conditions covered in the book, this is a powerful tool in 

helping to educate children on disability.

Buy now £10.99, Amazon.co.uk

http://buy.geni.us/Proxy.ashx?tsid=3658&GR_URL=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.amazon.co.uk%2FAm-Not-Label-disabled-activists%2Fdp%2F0711247447%3Fascsubtag%3DIN%7C1804631%7C0711247447


Inclusivity school events in JULY 2022

● Alternate Mondays, 12.15pm - 12.55pm - Learning Leaders (student research & 
discussion), F2

● Thursdays, 10.10am - FemSock meeting, Ideas Room

● Fridays, 11.45am-12.20pm - Languages Culture Club, F corridor


